Effects of bilateral electrolytic lesions of the medial nucleus accumbens on exploration and spatial learning.
Rats with electrolytic lesions of the medial part of the nucleus accumbens, comprising the shell region, were compared to sham-operated rats in tests of exploration in a T-maze, in a hole-board, and in an elevated (+)-maze and in a test of water maze spatial learning. Rats with medial nucleus accumbens lesions had higher choice latencies than sham-operated controls during the beginning of the spontaneous alternation test. A higher number of hole pokes was found in the lesioned group, but only during the beginning of the second day of testing. In the elevated (+)-maze, lesioned rats had a higher number of closed and total arm entries and spent more time in the center region. The lesioned group did not differ from the control group for the number of alternations in the T-maze, for horizontal and vertical motor activity in the hole-board, and for acquisition or reversal of spatial learning in the Morris water maze. These results indicate that lesions of the medial nucleus accumbens slowed down decision time during spontaneous alternation testing and increased exploration in a time and test-specific manner without altering acquisition of a reference memory task.